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ABSTRACT 
Let d(h) and p(X) be monk polynomials of degree n > 2 with coefficients in F, an 
algebraically closed field or the field of aU real numbers. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of an n-square matrix A over F such that det(ti - A) = 
d(X) and per(xI - A) = p(X) are given in terms of the coefficients of d(X) and p(A). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous properties have been obtained on the characteristic poly- 
nomial det(AI- A) of a matrix A over a field F. Recently, a number of results 
have been obtained (for example, see R. Merris [l] and G. N. de Oliveira [2]) 
on the permanental polynomial per@- A), and many interesting questions 
concerning this polynomial have been raised. One particularly interesting 
problem is the following, posed by G. N. de Oliveira in [2]: Find a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the scalars Xi, X,, . . . , A,, and zi,z,, . . . ,x, in a field 
F to be the characteristic roots of an n-square matrix A over F and the roots 
of the equation per(zI - A) = 0, respectively. The purpose of this article is to 
present some results on the following existence problem: Let F be a field, let 
M,,(F) denote the set of all n-square matrices over F, d(h) =h” + d,X”-’ + 
4~“-2+. . +d,,, and let p(h)=A”+plX”-‘+p2h”-2+... +p, be monk 
polynomials of degree n > 2 with coefficients in F. What conditions are 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of a matrix A E K(F) such that 
det(AI - A) = d (h) and per@Z - A) = p(X)? Since per = det whenever the 
characteristic of F is 2, throughout this article F will denote a field of 
characteristic different from 2. Under this restriction, it is first shown that if 
F is an algebraicalIy closed field and char(F) # 3 if n = 3, then there exists a 
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matrix A EM,,(F) such that det(AZ - A) = d(A) and per(AI - A) = p(h) if and 
only if d, = p,. The case where 12 = 3 = char(F) is then settled for algebrai- 
cally closed fields. Then for F= R, the field of all real numbers, it is shown 
that in addition to the requirement that d,=p,, we must also have d,2 > 
[nl(n - 1)1(4 + PZL with ds - ps = [(n - 2)/n]d,(d, - ps) if equality holds 
and n>2. 
2. ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED FIELDS 
We first consider the existence of a matrix A E M,(F) having prescribed 
characteristic and permanental polynomials over an algebraically closed field 
F. 
THEOREM 1. Let d(h)=A”+d,A”-‘+$X”-2+... +d, and p(h)=A” 
+plh”-‘+p2X”-2+ * * * + p,, be manic polyrwmiuls of degree n > 2 with 
coefficienks in an algebraically closed field F, where char(F)23 if n=3. 
ThereexistsamutrixAEhl,,(F) such that det(M - A) = d(h) and per(XI - A) 
=p(A) if and only if d,=p,. 
Proof. If there exists a matrix A E M,,(F) such that det(U - A) = d (X) 
and per(hZ- A) = p(X), then clearly d, = - tr(A) = p,. 
Conversely, suppose that d, = p,. First, let n = 2. In this case, it can easily 
be verified that if 
I -4+j@zG-z P2-d2 A= 2 2 
I 
1 
-dl-$m ’ 
2 
then det(hZ- A) = d(h) and per(AZ- A) = p(X). 
Next, let n = 3. Choosing any scalar s E F such that t = (d, - 3s)(d, + s) - 
2( d, + p2) # 0, it can easily be verified that if 
-(d,+s)+fi 2(drps)+(dm)[ fi -(d,+s)] st-s(d,+s)*-2(d3+p3) 
2 -4fi 4 1 
A= 
i 
1 
2Wm)-(+pz,[fi +(d,+s)] 
s 
4x6 
0 1 
-(d,+s)-V% 
2 
I 
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then det(XI - A) = d(h) and per@ - A) = p(X). 
Finally, let n>4. Let xo,yo,q,ylE F such that xi#y,, q+xo#yl+yo, 
xi+%+yi+ye= -d, and ~I(~O+~O+~l)+~O(~O+~J+~~~~=~(~~+~~)~ 
[Such scalars can be chosen in the algebraically closed field F as follows: If 
d, # 0 or d, p, # 0, choose x0 E F such that t = (d, - 2x0)’ - 3(2x,J2 - 2( d, + p2) 
#O, and let y0 = x0, xi=-$I,+2r,-fi), yi= -@,+2x,+vq. If 
d,=O=d,+p, and char(F)#3, let x,=1, ya=O, xi= -i(l-m), yl= 
-i(l+m). If d,=O=d,+ps and char(F)=3, let x,,=yyo=xi=l, yi= 
0.1 For i = 1,2,3,4 let a, denote the ith elementary symmetric function of 
x0, ya, xi, yl, and let ui = 0 if 4 <i < n. Since xi fyi and x1 + xa#y, + ye, it is 
easy to show that we can select x2, x,, . . . ,x,, y2, y3,. . . , yn _ 1 E F in the follow- 
ing way: If n = 4, select x,, x,, x,, ys, y3 E F such that 
1 1 *2 Gz-d2) 
!h+Yo x1+xo I[ 1 [ yz = _f(p3-d3) ' 1 
Ifn>4, SdeCt x2,x3,...,x,,y2,y3,...,y,_lEFSuch that 
1 1 
Yl+Yo x1+x0 
% = 
Y2 3 [ 
;( P242) 
I G(P343) ’ 
x3 
I[ 1 [ 
-1 
1 1 e(P3+d3+3 
y~+yo xl+% y3 = ;(p4+d4)-u4-x2y2 
1 > 
J 
(2.1) 
YliYO Ao][ “yz]=[ t] if4Gk<n-2, 
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where, for k=4,5 ,..., n, 
ih- 4)’ if k is even, 
tk = - [ %Xl Y/r-z+Yo Yl%-2 I+ --i(pk+dk)-uk, if kisodd, 
k-l 
v, = - t$yk+l-i+ -;(pk+l-dk+l), if kiseven, 
~(pk+l+dk+l)-ok+l, if kisodd. 
We now show that if 
X1 x2 X, ... X”_2 q-1 X, 
1 3c, 0 
. . . 0 0 YF1 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 yn_2 
A= . . . . . , . . . . . . .o’. . .. . . . . . . , 
0 0 0 .-- Y3 
0 0 0 .*a 1 Yo Y2 
0 0 0 *.. 0 1 Yl 
then det(XZ - A) = d(X) and per(XI - A) = p(X). Expanding det(XZ - A) in 
terms of the first row, we have 
det(hZ-A)=@-x,) 
n-2 
i-x0 0 -0. 0 -Yn-1 
-1 A *.. 0 - Y*-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 **. x-Y0 - Y2 
0 0 ‘.a -1 A-Y, 
h 0 **. 0 -!/n-k 
-1 A 0.. 0 - Yn-k 1 c _ - 
k=2 
4. . . . . . .*:.. , ‘A_. . . . . . . . * 
0 0 Yo -Yz 
0 0 .** -1 X-Y, 
-%-l@-Yl)-X” 
= [~2-(%+4~+(%~,-~2)] , 
x [P-2-( yo+yJT3+( yoy1-y2)A”-4 
- y3X”-5- * * * - yn_2] 
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n-2 
- k~3r,[~"-k-(Yo+Yl)~n-k-1+h/l-!f2)~"k-2 
- y3hn-k-L.. . _ Yn_k] 
which, upon rearranging, becomes 
n-1 
+ c ( Yo+Yl)%l+(xO+xl) yk-l+ ‘g2%Yk-i 
k=4 i=2 
+(-1)kuk-(Xk+yk+XOXlyk-2+YOY11Ck-2) A”-k 1 
I 
n-2 
+ Y1xn-l+xlY~-l+ C xiYn-i+(-l)“un 
i=2 
-kl+%~lYn-2+YoY1~n-2) * I (24 
Using the relationships among the scalars x0, x1,. . . , x,, yO, yl,. . . , y” _ 1 found in 
(2.1), it is not difficult to show that (2.2) becomes 
=A”+dlX”-‘+$X”-2+-*’ +dkA”-k+*** +d,=d(h). 
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A similar expansion of per(XZ - A) gives 
+“k+(xk+~k+xOxl~k--2+~O~1xk-2) A”-k 1 
I 
n-2 
+(-l)” Y1xn-l+xlYn-l+ E xiYn-i+“n 
i=2 
(2.3) 
Again, from (2.1), it is not difficult to show that (2.3) becomes 
=X”+plh”-‘+p2r2+ *. . +pkh”-k+. . . +p,=p(A). 
The proof of the theorem is complete. W 
For completeness, we consider the case where F is an algebraically 
closed field and n = 3 = char(F). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let d(h)=h3+dJ2+4Tl+d3 and p(A)=A3+pJ2+ 
p2X+ p3 be manic polynomials over an algebraically closed field F of 
churacteristic 3. There exists a matrix A E M3( F) such that det(AI - A) = d(X) 
and per(AZ - A) = p(h) if and only if d, = p, and at least one of the following 
h4h?d.S: 
(i) d,+O, 
(ii) d,+p,#O, 
(iii) d, = d, + p, = 0 and 4-p,=a(&-p,) fm some aEF. 
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Proof. Suppose there exists a matrix A = (a& E M,(F) such that det(XI - 
A)= d(A) and per(XI-A)= p(X). Clearly, d,= - tr(A) =p,. It suffices to 
assume that (i) and (ii) fail to hold. Then d, = d, + pz =O. From the poly- 
nomial equations det@Z - A) = d(h) and per(AI - A) = p(X), we can obtain 
the following system of equations: 
a1 1+ %2 + %3 =o, (2.4 
UllU~ + u,,u, + a,u, - -0, (2.5) 
%2U21+ %3U31+ u23”32 = f ( P2 - d2 1, (2.6) 
u11”22u33 + u12”2.3u31 + u13”32u21 = - 8 P3 + d3 )y (2.7) 
u23”32ull + u13”31u22 + u12”21u33 = - ;( P3 - d3 1. (2.8) 
Using (2.4), (2.5) and the fact that char(F) =3, it is not difficult to show that 
a,, = ass = uss. Then from (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain 
-2p3-a=4 u23”32 + a13a31+ %2a21) = ;%1( P2 - d2 ). 
or equivalently, 
d3-P3= -4d2-P2). 
Hence, d, = p,, and at least one of the properties (i), (ii) and (iii)‘holds. 
It remains to be shown that the stated conditions are sufficient condi- 
tions. The proof of Theorem 1 for the case n = 3 clearly shows that if d, = p, 
and either (i) or (ii) holds, then there exists a matrix A E M,(F) such that 
det(XI-A)=d(X) and per(XI-A)=p(h). 
Suppose d, = p, and (iii) holds. Then by our assumption, we have that 
d,=p,=O, p,= -d, and d3-p3=u(&-p2)=2ud2 for some uEF. Let 
I -U -4 U"-;b3+d3) A= 1 -u 0 1 * 0 1 -U 
It follows that det(XI - A) = d(A) and per()cr - A) = p(X). The proof is com- 
plete. n 
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3. THE REAL FIELD 
We now consider the existence of real matrices having prescribed 
characteristic and permanental polynomials with real coefficients. We shall 
use the following in this consideration. 
LEMMA 1. tit d(A)=X”+4A”-2+d3X”-3+... +d, U?ld p(A)=h”+ 
pzh”-2+p3A”-3+ * * * + p,, be manic polyrwmiuls of degree n > 2 with real 
coefficients. There exists a matrix A E M,,(R) such that det(AI- A) = d(h) 
and per(XI - A) = p(A) if one of the following holds: 
6) d2 + p2 < 0, 
(ii) d2+p2=0 and, if n>2, d3=p3. 
Proof. Rewriting the polynomials d(X) and p(A) as 
d(h)=A”+(r2-s2)P2+... +(T~-s&“-~+... +(r,-s,J 
and 
p(h)=h”+(T2+S2)r2+. * * +(Tk+Sk)hn-k+ * * * +(r,+s,), 
where rk=i(pk+dk) and sk=t(pk-dk) for k=2,3,...,n, the assumption 
that (i) or (ii) holds is equivalent to the assumption that 
(i’) r, <O, or 
(ii’) r, =0 and, if n >2, s,=O. 
Suppose (i’) holds. Then an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Theorem 1 establishes that the desired n X n matrix A can be found having 
the form 
x1 x2 x3 ... q-2 X”_l X” 
1 0 0 *.* 0 0 K-l 
0 1 0 *a* 0 0 
A= 
Yn-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 , 
Y3 
(3.1) 
*** 
0 0 0 -** 1 0 Y2 
0 0 0 a*- 0 1 Yl 
where x,=G and yr= -G. 
Suppose (ii’) holds. First, let n = 2. Clearly, if 
A= ; - d2 
[ 1 0 ’ 
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then det(XI-A)=X2+A=d(h) and per(TU-A)=A2-_2=p(A). 
Next, let n > 3. We now show that the desired real n X 12 matrix A can be 
found having the form 
0 x1 x2 x3 x, .** X”_2 X”_l 
1 0 Yl Y2 Y3 . . . Y”-3 Yn-2 
0 1 0 1 0 *** 0 0 
A= 0 0 1 0 1 *** 0 0 * (3.2) 
0 0 0 1 0 *.* 0 0 .O. .& .d. .o’. (). .*._., . . .d.. . i.. 
0 0 0 0 0 *** 1 0 
We first establish by induction on tz that if A has the form given by (3.2), 
then 
+ [%~4+Yn-4+~n-4-k-2+Yn-2+ On-4 ,]A 
+[~3+Pn-3+-1+Qn-3)]9 (3.3) 
and 
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where for i = 1,2 ,..., n-3, Pi is a polynomial in x1,y1,x2,y2 ,..., xi_4ryi-4 of 
degree at most one and Qi is a polynomial in x1, yr, x,, ya,. . . , xi _2, Eli-2 of 
degree at most one, and x, = yi = Pi = Qi =0 if i < 0. This assertion is easily 
verified for n = 3 and n = 4. Assume the assertion is true for matrices of order 
t, 4 < t <n, having the form given by (3.2). Then if an n X n matrix A has the 
form given by (3.2), expansions of det(hZ - A) and per(XZ - A) in terms of the 
last column give 
det(hZ-A)=Adet(XZ-A’)-det(XZ-A”)-y,_,X-x,_, (3.5) 
and 
per(hZ-A)=Aper(hZ-A’)+per(AZ-A”) 
+(-l)“-‘y”-zx+(-l)“x,_,, (3.6) 
where A’ is the matrix obtained from A by deleting the last row and column, 
and A” is the matrix obtained from A by deleting the last two rows and 
columns. By our inductive assumption, 
+[(n-4)x,+(n-5)y,+P;-(x,+yg+Q;)]~rr-s 
n-2 
+ k~5[(n--k)rk-3+(n-k-l)Yk-3+P;--~ 
+[xn-4+p,‘-4-(xn-2+Q;-4)]~ (3.7) 
+ [(n-5)x,+(n-6) ~~+P;-(x,+~~+Q;I)]A”-~ 
n-3 
+ 2 [(n-k-1)xk_3+(n-k-2)yk-3+Z’;-3 
k=5 
+ [ x~_~+P:_~-(x~-~+ Q,L,]r (3.8) 
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n-2 
-t ~~~(-l)“[(~-k)r,_,+(n-k-l) yk--3fZk3 
+(~~_~+~~-1+Q~-3)]h~-~-’ 
+(-l)“-‘[x,_,+~~_,+(2,_,+Q~_,)], (3.9) 
per(XI-A”)=A”-2+Ohn-3+[x1+yI+(n.-5)]Xn-4-[~2+y2]hn-5 
+[(n-5)x,+(n-6)yl+P;+(x3+yg+Q;I)]hn-’ 
n-3 
+ 2 (-l)k[(fl-k-l)~k_3+(n-k-2)tjk_3+f$_3 
k=5 
+(&I+ f&l+ Q;_3)]Xfl-k-2 
+ (- 1)n-2[ x”_~+ P,“,+(x,,_,+ Q;_5)], 
(3.10) 
where P,‘, Pi” are polynomials in x1, y 1, x2, y2, . . . , xi +, yi -4 of degree at most 
one, and Q/, Qy are polynomials in x1, yl, x2, y2,. . . , xi _2, yi _2 of degree at 
most one. Substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.5), we get 
det(AZ-A)=A”+OA”-‘-[x,+y,+(n-3)]A”-2-[~2+y2]~n-3 
+[(~-3)q+(r~-4)y,+Z’;+(n-5)-(x,+y,+Q;)]A”-~ 
+[(r1-4)x~+(n-5)y,+P;-(x~+y,+Q~)]X”-~ 
n-1 
+ k?6’( 
~-k++1)~k_3+(~--)y,_,+~,‘_,+Q~_, 
-(xk-l +yk-l+Ql-3 +P,“_,+(n-k+l)Xk_5 
+[x,_,+Q:_,-(xn-,+p:-,+x,-5)]. 
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Letting Pr=P;+(n-5), Pz=P&..., Pk=Pi_3+Q[_5,..., Pn_3=Qc-5 ad 
Q1 = Q;, Qz = Q;, . . . , Qk=Q;+P;-s+(n-k+l)x,_,+(n-k)yk_,,..., 
Qn_3=P;-5+~,_5r (3.3) is established. Similarly, substituting (3.9) and 
(3.10) into (3.6) establishes (3.4). 
The polynomial equations 
+(r.p.JX”-4+*- +(rn-SJ, 
+(r4+s4)h”-4+-’ +(r,+s,) 
can be replaced by the following system of equations: 
[ ($3) ($4) y 
][ “;I=[ “‘,‘“;“‘], 
if 3<k<n-3, 
where for k = 3 4 , Ye.*> n- 1, 
tk = - Tk+l - Qk-2. 
if k is even, 
Sk+,- Qk-2, if k is odd, 
-sk+3-pk> if k is even, 
ok = 
'k+3 -pk, if k is odd. 
The system is clearly consistent over R, and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. n 
With the aid of Lemma 1, we now establish the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. Let d(X)=h”+d,X”-‘+d,X”-‘+... +d,, and p(X)=h” 
+plx”-‘+pzx”-2+. . . + p,, be manic polynmniuls of Agree n > 2 with 
real coefficients. There exists a matrix A EM,,(R) such that det(hl- A) = 
d(X) and per(XI - A) = p(h) if and only if d, = p, and one of the following 
holds: 
(9 d;2 > [n/la - l)l($ + pJ, 
(ii) dF=[n/(n--l)](d,+p,) and, if n>2, 
d3-p3=[(n-2)/nld,(d,-p,). 
Proof. 
and 
Then 
and 
Hence, 
Suppose there exists a matrix A = (uii) E M,, (R ) such that 
det(AZ-A)=d(A)= fi (A-&) 
i=l 
per(hZ-A)=p(h)= fi (A-pi). 
i=l 
d, = - 5 Ai = - i aii = - 5 pi = pl, (3.11) 
i=l i=l i=l 
d,= x Ai+ = 2 aiiaji - x aiiaii, 
l<i<j<n l<i<j<n l<i<j<n 
(3.12) 
A+p2=2 x aiiaji= FIajj ‘- C a:. 
( 1 l<i<j$n i=l 
(3.14) 
It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
i=l 
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with equality if and only if aii = ujj for i, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Therefore, from (3.14) 
we see that 
or equivalently, 
d;> $++PzL (3.15) 
with equality if and only if a,, = -(l/n)d, for i=1,2,. . .,n. Suppose that 
n>2 and dF=[n/(n-l)](d,+p,). Then a,,= -(l/n)d, for i=1,2,...,n. 
Since - d3 is equal to the sum of the principal minors of A of order 3, and 
- p, is equal to the sum of the principal permanental minors of A of order 3, 
we see that 
d,-p,=2(n-2)( - ;dl) 2 
l<i<i<n 
aiiaii= =$d, (d,-p2). 
Hence, d,=p,, and (i) or (ii) holds. 
Now suppose that d, = p, and either (i) or (ii) holds. Note that if 
d(A)=A”+d,h”-‘+d,A”-2+... +d,,= fi (X-A,), 
i=l 
p(X)=X”+pJ”-‘+p2X”-2+. . . +p,= fi (X-H), 
i=l 
)I 
, 
n 
r?(A)=X”+OA”~1+~2h”-2+ * a. +fin= )I , 
then for each A E M,,(R), 
det(XI-(A-id,l))=d(X) and per(hI-(A-id,l))=p(h) 
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if and only if 
det(XI-A)=d (X) and per(XZ-A) = ~3 (A). 
Thus, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a matrix A E h4,, (R) such that 
det(AI - A) = d(h) and per(AI - A) = p(A) in the case that d, = p, = 0. In this 
case, the assumption that d, = p, and either (i) or (ii) holds is equivalent to 
the assumption that dl = p, =0 and either (i’) d,+ p,<O or (ii’) d,+ p,=O 
and, if n>2, h=p3. Under these conditions, Lemma 1 establishes the 
existence of a matrix A E M,, (R ) such that det(hT - A) = d(X) and per&Z - A) 
= p(h), and the proof of the theorem is complete. w 
It should be noted that in the case that the prescribed polynomials d(A) 
and p(h) are identical, then Theorem 2 becomes the following. 
COROLLARY. Let p(X)=h”+plh”-‘+pzX”-2+... +p, be a manic 
polynomiul of degree n > 2 with real coeflicients. There exists a matrix 
AEM, such that det(AI-A)=p(A)=per(XI-A) if and only if pT> 
[2n/(n - 111 P2. 
We conclude by noting that Proposition 1 and Theorems 1 and 2 imply 
the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let p(h) and q(A) be manic polyrwmials of degree n > 2 
with coefficients in F, an algebraically closed field or the field of all real 
numbers. There exists a matrix A E M,,(F) such that det(ti - A) = p(A) and 
per(XI - A) = q(A) if and only if there exists a matrix B E M,,(F) such that 
det(XI-B)=q(h) and per(hZ-B)=p(h). 
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